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 JULY OMC MEETING IS VIRTUAL ONLINE- Tuesday, June 7
Join us for The Lucky Sevens Magical Mystery Tour hosted by MagicFlix.
7/7 @ 7pm PDT

The Schedule:
The meeting is free and open to all OMC members and friends.
6:30pm (PST)- Social time– join us to visit with other magicians.
6:50 – Meeting called to order and “Good of the Order” announcements of interest.
7:00 Sharp- MagicFlix All-Stars teaching and talking
Our host is Kent Axell - Magic & Mentalism
Luna Shimada presents a talk-back and Q&A about theory and performance
(email garymeyeredf@gmail by 4pm, Tuesday, July 7 with questions for Luna)
William Bradshaw -Magic
Eric Stevens -Magic
Watkins - Mentalism
Learn more about each of our guests by clicking on their names above.
9:00ish – Meeting officially adjourned but members and guests are welcome to stay, sharing
magic and conversation. We urge performances. Show us what you are working on.
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JOIN OUR ZOOM MEETING
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEvfuCqrDIiG9HkBMgzwhIXSHQZyx7HiA3Y

All attendees will get a free month's membership to MagicFlix with lectures and special
events in every area of our art. Special discounts will also be offered on new books by
some of the evening's stars.
Be sure to visit MagicFlix and their Facebook Magic Community Center which is full of
news, performances & notices of watch parties plus check the regular Facebook page.
FUTURE MEETINGS- August 4- Kozmo
Mark your calendar as we anticipate a great lecture from Kozmo (aka
Theodore “Ted” Brainard) who has been called a “Street Magic
Legend” but now concentrates on directing, producing and marketing
Kozmo magic videos with the likes of Chris Capeheart, Doc Eason,
and Oscar Munoz plus producing Reel Magic video magazine.
Garrett Thomas talks to Kozmo about his life as a street performer
and video producer with great stories about Cellini, Harry Anderson,
and his desire to have a positive impact on the magic community in
the new issue of Reel Magic. For a preview watch here.
His 2016 conversation with Scott Wells will give you some idea of the
fun he has planned for us.
Watch a trailer or his “switchbox” effect, THE JAR.
Our September lecturer will be Ran’D Shine. Mark your calendar on Tuesday, September 8 for
another very special night of performance, teaching and insight live and direct from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Details next month.
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The OMC board has made it a priority to continue to have monthly educational Zoom Meetings that
have been well attended and of exceptionally high quality. Thank you to Gary Meyer and other Board
members who have made this possible.
The one area that is lagging is member performance participation.
This is my encouragement for more of us to get on the bandwagon--and perform.
I recognize this has been hard even for the pros who are working constantly to figure out how to use
this new medium. It is very different performing on virtual platforms than doing an effect with the
audience in person in front of you.
We want to make this as flexible as possible. You can perform online live, or you can make a video
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and share that with us using Zoom’s Share function. You can perform with an audience person with
you, or do an effect that does not require another person’s in-person input. Any modifications you
can think of, we’ll think are great.
Please try to put something together to share in the July or August meetings. Let’s get some
experience in this new medium, and we will begin to give prizes for the best performance at each
meeting.
We are discussing how to do our Close-Up and Stage Competitions online and would appreciate your
input and ideas. We hope to hold these contests in the fall. Please send your thoughts to me at
robert@rherrick.com
Thank you,
Robert

BLACK MAGICIANS MATTER
We are in one of the most diverse cities in America but our club barely reflects that
population. We want to encourage more women, people of color and young magicians to
join the Oakland Magic Circle. The more members that look like the audience, the richer
our experiences can be.
While we are working on an article about Black Magicians for a future newsletter we
thought you would enjoy Kenrick “Ice” McDonald’s take on the situation. You will be
surprised how many wonderful Black Magicians he salutes in this short video, Celebrate
Others.
And do not miss his fascinating feature-length documentary, Quiet Masters included free
with Amazon Prime.
Here are two terrific recent events you can view online.
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Liberty Magic in Pittsburgh has just completed a ten week series of performances and
discussions that have included Jade, Ash Wind, Joshua Messado, Peter Samuelson,Paul
Gertner,Billy Kidd, Guy Hollingworth, Chris Capeheart, Robert Ramierez and Anna
DeGuzman hosted by Zoe Ruth.
Each show is great and how lucky the Pittsburgh Cultural Trust supports magic year
around.
The Junteenth special “Black Lives Matter” edition featured our September lecturer,
Ran’D Shine with The Evasons, Eric Jones and Rory Rennick. It is an eye-opener.
And I urge everyone to read Eric Jones’ powerful “State of Things” written for Genii.

VANISH Magazine is a high quality online magazine that Paul Romhany offers the magic
community for free.
The new issue has a special feature with some of the top Black prestidigitators around.
You can read the entire July issue here or a special edition of “I Can’t Breathe.”
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Carisa Hendrix posted: "MAGIC FRIENDS, the lovely Nathan Colwell has put together a
new book whose proceeds will support the Black Lives Matter movement. It's got some
great stuff from people you know and love like Suzanne TheMagician Antonio M. Cabral,
Lauren Cohen, Michael Feldman, Michael Powers, Steve Reynolds, Eric Stevens, Matt
Baker, and Caleb Wiles, Glenn West, Benzi Train, Luis Carreon, Justin Purcell and
myself!"
To buy the book go to Magic for BLM.
A 4th of JULY SURPRISE FROM UNCLE OTIS

Watch here.
ROBERT HERRICK ANSWERS OUR FIVE QUESTIONS
1. Please tell us the first magic trick(s) you were proud to perform and about how old were you?
My history of being interested in magic goes back to the 1940s which were my pre-teen age years. There
were no magic clubs I knew of, and the books available in the library were not of much help. As I hit my teens,
high school and college were terribly busy times, and my post-graduate education was unreal. The war in Viet
Nam was another period of diversion.
Entering the world of magic would have to wait until the early 1970s.
One night I stumbled on a magic club in downtown San Francisco. The Magic Cellar was situated below Turk
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Murphy’s Jazz club. The magic blew me away. They had an amazing magician, Martin Lewis who did both
mystifying stage and close-up. I kept going back for multiple visits. On my third or fourth visit I began a
conversation with Martin, and learned he lived in Oakland, near to my then home in Berkeley.

On Sunday evenings I, and two or three
others would hang out at Martin’s apartment
shooting the breeze and doing magic,
sometimes until the early hours of the
morning. In an informal way Martin ended up
mentoring me. As the months went by I built
up a respectable close-up act. As I got
better, I began doing shows at the Magic
Cellar’s close-up table. I would start with
sponge balls, then an endless chain routine,
coins through the table which was an
exceedingly popular coin effect of the day,
and I concluded with a couple of card tricks. I
devised what seemed to me at the time to be
a clever deck switch and I finished with the
invisible deck trick. It paid next to nothing,
but I got free drinks.
One of the highlights of my 1970s mini-magic career occurred when Martin encouraged me to try to be
accepted at the Magic Castle as a performing magician member. I went down to LA and met up with Martin.
The test at that time to be a magician member was to do 15 or 20 minutes for the midnight show in the
Close-up Gallery, after the “real magicians” had completed their shows. It was the same act I had done at the
Magic Cellar, and there were no flubs. I learned after the show that Dai Vernon was in the audience, but at the
time I had no idea who he was.
I have never let my membership lapse.
In more recent years as the dexterity of my hands has dwindled some, I have focused on mentalism, since so
far, my brain is still pretty agile. Some of the readers of this article may recall my two-person act with Dagmar
(who is an incredible linguist) which won the OMC Stage Act for that year, and then the Northern California
Inter-Club Stage Contest.
2.

And the first important magic book(s) and why?

My first important magic book was Stars of Magic. I still think it is a fantastic book.
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3.
If you were going to a desert island for six months to do a deep dive into
your magic what three effects would you take with you to perfect? And what three
books would you bring along?
Like many others I would take Tarbell and also some material from Annemann on
mentalism. I know these are in multiple volumes but for the purpose of this question I will
think of them just as two separate books. For the third I would choose Roberto Giobbi’s
Card College.
4. You are planning a dinner party followed by your magic show. Among the
guests can be any five people from history (living or dead, magician or not). Who
would you invite?
For my dinner party I would choose:
Barak and Michelle Obama – I have no idea of their interest in magic, but for inviting someone living to dinner
they are among the people with whom I would most like to have a chance to talk.
Albert Einstein – Another person I would like to talk with over dinner.
Benjamin Franklin – An amazing man with by all accounts a very lively mind. I think he would be fascinated by
magic
Joseph Dunninger – magically I am especially interested in mentalism. (Watch his act here)
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5. What are words of wisdom or advice you can offer for aspiring prestidigitators?
Advice is a product of one’s own life context.
I had a “day job” practicing medicine that I absolutely loved. I continued it into my 80s and retired only last
December. This advice is directed to those of you who do
not go the route of becoming full-time professional
magicians.
Magic for me has been an avocational enthusiasm for more
than forty years. During periods that I was working and had
limited free time, I have always maintained my interest in
magic, so that in retirement I have, unlike many of my
friends, a passion to follow and now more time to grow my
magic skills again.
Even if you do not intend to make a living from magic, keep
up your affiliation with magician friends, maintain your
connection with the magic community through organizations
and reading, and keep your interest in magic alive. For me
being on the OMC board as president this year and
devoting more time and energy to the magic community has
been, and I’m sure will continue to be, an important and
gratifying part of my life. It can be the same for all of you.

JUAN PABLO WORKSHOP OFFER

A few weeks ago the guest at a magic Zoom meeting was Juan Pablo from Latin America. He
generously shared a number of wonderful effects, often elegantly simple to do but mind-boggling to
an audience.
Juan has offered to do a private Zoom lecture for a small group. Participants would share the total
cost of $300. But if it is split 10 or 15 ways, it becomes much more reasonable. In addition, you will
receive your own private video of the Zoom session to watch as often as you like..
Juan will focus on the tricks that you want to learn, and will answer your questions and workshop the
tricks with you. Some of the participants wanted to buy some of Juan's products, including DVDs, but
this is a much more direct way of rewarding the creator who makes very little from the dealers..
Contact David Groves ShootingHolesInReality@gmail.com. First come, first in with a maximum of 15
people..
A few video examples of Juan’s performances.
Size Does Matter
Magic Elegance
To get a sense of some of his effects look on Penguin Magic but don’t buy there because you may
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learn them at this session.
THE OMC LIBRARY NON-REPORT

There is nothing new to report as we can’t
access the library. Watch for continued
inventory updates. You might look up
information about books and videos that
intrigue you to make a list of things to
check out when we are back.

ANSWERS --and “What? No July quiz?

FROM THE ARCHIVES JUNE QUIZ

John Owens has done a fantastic job providing challenging and informative questions and is either exhausted
or has exhausted his supply of quiz materia (doubtful)l. We need the members to join in. How about a different
member posing a quiz each month? Send your interest to garymeyeredf@gmail.com and they will be
scheduled.

Answers to the June Newsletter Questions –
The Secret Lives of OMC Members
1. What current OMC member began his magic career by taking personal lessons from Martin
Lewis?
That would be Robert Herrick, current president of the OMC (see above). Martin was living in
Oakland at the time (669 Hillsborough Street, Apt. 35 if you care to put up a plaque).
2. What current OMC member can write the word “Guittard” without having to check the spelling?
Mark Tarses and if you’d like to know why you can ask him.
3. What current OMC member performed a Chavez based routine in an OMC contest that was
judged by Channing Pollock?
Fred Casto (Who also figures in the answer to another of these questions.)
4. What current OMC member performed his act for a time on a showboat?
 avid Fry amazed audiences with at least one effect that you’d never think would produce
D
that result. David explained, “It was the very visual vanish of a live dove gently wrapped in an orange
silk and placed in an open net which on command, falls open and the silk falls to the stage with the
dove vanished. It was one of my signature effects.
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The other one was the production of a glass of milk, a rubber chicken, a wooden egg, many silks,
streamers, 40 feet of paper coil, and at the end a live dove, all from an empty silk top hat which had
been collapsed, and shown empty. This was performed with people in the balcony able to see into the
hat at all times and it prompted the most comments.
I had always wanted to do a hat production, and
was able to purchase a $2.50 EZ hat loader from
Al's Magic in Washington, DC where I lived at the
time. It was a very clever way to make the first load
of the egg, the glass, streamers and silks. The next
two loads were made from hanging on the back of
the table shelf. The first with the Rubber chicken,
the paper coil, and several 36 inch silks. The last
load was the live dove in a harness hanging from
the table top. I was able to use misdirection each
time piling the production items on the table with
one hand while using the hat in my other hand to
scoop up the next load. It was very fun and
frequently got a standing ovation. This was in the
summer of 1965, I was a freshman in college. The
theatre had a very small stage and 200 seats
including a balcony with box seats directly over the
stage. This was an educational endeavor of Indiana
University. We were eight men and eight women, all
college students living on the boat with a professor
and a 21 year old "Chaperone" for the girls "safety".
We performed a Melodrama, then a Comedy
Question and Answer show for prizes, then, a full
Variety Show with singing, dancing, music, and
chorus line dancing. I was in the plays, I sang and danced in the chorus line, and performed a
20-minute magic show. I performed four nights a week for 11 weeks while living on the Majestic
showboat on the Ohio River docked between Louisville, Kentucky and Jeffersonville, Indiana. In
previous years, the boat had traveled up and down the river, but it had hit a boulder and the wooden
hull was not safe to sail till it was repaired. The boat was launched in 1923 and is a U.S. National
Historic Landmark.”
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5. What current OMC member before starting a career in magic ran away from home with a circus?
The Pickle Family Circus, actually. And it was Heather Rogers who did it. She is the snake on the right.

6. What current OMC member has at least a dozen dribble glasses and probably a lot more, each of
a different variety?
David Liotta who may well have even more joy buzzers than dribble glasses.

7. What current OMC member who you’d never think of as doing it once performed the Abbott
portable sawing illusion for the members of another magic club?
It was Byron Walker, in the company of Pete Biro who, at the Saint Francis Hotel in San Francisco on
September 20, 1951, performed the Abbott Sawing illusion for members and guests of Golden Gate
Assembly Number 2, SAM. The entire proceedings are reported in M-U-M, volume 41, number 10 at
page 284.
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8. What current OMC member performed for an extended period at Carter’s Magic Cellar, his act
featuring Disecto, the Milk in Light Bulb and a string of Weller sausages?

Ken Taylor who probably remembers the act word for word (“It lops, it chops, it slices, it dices. It will cut a
tomato so thin it will last all winter.”) and still has the Disecto (several of them, actually) and the Milk in Light
Bulb. Whether he has a supply of OOM for use in the latter is unknown.
9. What two current OMC members are past International Presidents of the International
Brotherhood of Magicians?

Jack Browne
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10. What current OMC member was responsible for the expert restoration of a very large number of
pieces that became part of the Dr. Robert Albo collection, then the largest privately held magic
collection in existence?
Bill Austen (camera shy) who does the same with cars that are even older than what was in the Albo
collection.

 FREE TEEN MAGIC CAMP AND LANCE BURTON SEMINARS IN JULY

What an incredible opportunity for young magicians to learn from some of the world’s great. Because of our
current situation the two amazing events are being offered virtually and for free. Please pass this on to any
young adults you know ASAP so they can sign up.
Tannen’s Magic Camp will be Virtual this year and is free for anyone ages 10-20 is July 13-17
The Lance Burton Teen Seminar is July 7th and 8th. Full information here. It is free but I do not know if
it is too late to register.
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MARVYN ROY DIES AT 95
A lot of people saw their first magicians
on the Ed Sullivan Show and one of the
favorite acts was Mr. Electric and Carol.
Marvyn and Carol appeared many times
between 1958 and 1969---four times in
one year. His illusions ranged from pulling
bulbs out of his hat to swallowing small
light bulbs together with a cord and pulling
them out of his mouth as a single,
connected string of lights. He was born on
April 1, 1925 and became interested in
magic early---in fact the Pacific Coast Association of Magicians named him “best magician under 21”
at their San Francisco Convention.
If you were as lucky as this reporter and you got to see his act in person you know there has never
been another like it.
“The Story of Marvyn Roy“ by Deana Murray
Watch a survey with videos, stills and Marvyn talking about his life and career.
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His book, Mr. Electric Unplugged: Around the World in Fifty Years with a Lightbulb and a
Blonde is hard to find (Byron Walker has one copy)
Performance in 1960
Several conversations with Scott Wells.
On the Magic Palace in the early 1980s
Performance in Spain in 1991.
Marvyn remembers his early days working at Thayer's Magic Company, the great magicians he met,
developing his "Mr. Electric" act and touring the world with his wife and partner, Carol. Filmed by
David Charvet at the 2009 Los Angeles Conference on Magic History.
Marvyn does Carol’s favorite trick for Murray the Magician at 92.and Murray reciprocates.
The Hollywood Reporter obituary
The funeral service were on Monday, July 6 at 12 noon PDT. The link did not work but try for an
archived version. It might work.

MAGIC RESOURCE OF THE MONTH -Classic Magic

Magic Collector’s Corner is a great resource for fans of classic magic. They have a weekly
visit to collections and a chance to show off themed pieces in one’s own collection. Each
session is recorded and available later on the Facebook page.
MCC meets every Sunday night at 5pm PDT. The Zoom link is usually posted on the Facebook
page Friday or Saturday. You do not need to be a member to watch but you should join to
explore the treasure posted there. It is free, fast and easy.
Week #12 (July 5th) featured Terry Evanswood showing his beautiful Hall of Magic in
Mississippi and speed sharing of magic kits and Ray Ricard showing his rare books..
Week #11 (June 28) was a Houdini-themed marathon 3-hour virtual gathering including a tour
of Mark Horowitz’ amazing collection of magic props, gimmicks, comic books and 500 magic
kits followed by Roger Dreyer showing Fantasma’s Houdini Museum in NYC plus some new
Houdini revelations, Adele Rhindress discussing Blackstone Sr. doing the Harry Keller
Levitation plus “mirror magic” speed share starting with Brad Henderson and others.
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(Preshow announcements @ 13:30; Meeting starts 17 minutes in. If you take a break make sure
to note the time counter because it is not easy to pull the play cursor along and see where it is.)
Next week, July 16 will focus on the magic world of late night show host Johnny Carson.
You must join the Facebook group to watch past meetings.
LOCALS and BEYOND IN THE NEWS
Terrific article on KQED’s website about Magical Nathaniel (Segal) and Christian Cagigal.
Read it here.
JADE ON LIBERTY MAGIC
Zoe Ruth hosts Jade and Asi Wind for an evening of virtual magic!
Jade was also on “Who Books That?” With Harrison Greenbaum. Plus special surprise guests (we won’t tell
you who but it is sort of like “This is Your Life”). One of the guests tells secrets about doing an Installation
Banquet Show at OMC. (New episodes every Wednesday at 4pm PDT and they are always available on the
IBM Facebook page and Apple Podcasts. Details and email sign-up at Who Books That?
Ryan Kane appeared on The Magic Word a few weeks ago discussing his new book, Out of Stock, a terrific
book on why we need to get rid of “stock jokes” and create our own new lines that will help make our acts
reflect who we are. Ryan offers a lot of great advice but it is just the start of the process the book takes further.
Many people remember when Lisa Menna lived in San Francisco as her career was taking off.
She is the most recent guest on Scott Wells’ The Magic Word in an episode called “Fully Rested But Never
Resting.” She is as funny, wise and irreverent as ever. I laughed out loud a lot and learned even more. After
this podcast I suspect a lot of men are going to consider wearing women's clothing while performing. You find
out why.
Listen and watch some videos of her performing and doing good.
Jim Steinmeyer wins the Allan Slaight Lifetime Achievement Awards 2020. Watch a special video
presentation about his career. Congratulations Jim.
This year’s other winners are Rafael Benatar & Juan Tamariz, Derren Brown, Diego Vargas and The
Sentimentalists. Watch those awards here.
The great comedy writer, director and actor Carl Reiner passed away
June 29 at 98-years-old and being funny to the end.To see the comic
genius of Reiner visit EatDrinkFilms.
Shortly after the original Dick Van Dyke Show ended the star did a
special (1967), not written by Reiner, where he played “The Great
Ludwig ,“ a 97-year-old comedy magician. Van Dyke described the
filming in his autobiography. Reiner did appear headless in 1976 On
Van Dyke and Company. The publicity photo was taken from an
unfortunate angle.
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SEMINARS, LECTURES, CONTESTS AND EVENTS IN JULY
Cyber Magic Superstar: The World’s Biggest Online Magic Competition
Win $10,000 cash prize with your filmed 90 second (maximum length) magic effect to be judged by
Shin Lim, Franz Harary and Max Maven.
You can enter as often you like. There is a fee of $5.00 per entry. Deadline is July 29.
Hosted by master illusionist Sam Powers, the youngest ever President of the International
Brotherhood of Magicians who has helped raise over two million dollars for charities. Proceeds from
Cyber Magic Superstar will be donated to GetUsPPE, a grassroots movement founded by physicians
and medical researchers on the frontline of the COVAID-19 pandemic. Their team has grown to
include engineers, scientists and people like us helping get them and their colleagues the equipment
they need.
Details here with complete rules.
Videos are already being seen on the Cyber Magic Superstar Facebook page. Anybody can join the fun.
For tips on how to make the best film check out Bruce Gold’s discussion with Sam Powers.
And mark your calendar for Monday, July 6th at 5pm PDT for a special Live Event with Shin Lim
explaining EXACTLY what criteria he is looking for to give you the best chance to WIN!

========================================================
The Mostly Magicians Virtual Open Mic every Wednesday at 6pm PDT. Info and
details.
Gkaps TALKS
On July 5 there was a day-long exclusive event with 10 of the most important artists on the
world magic scene.
Juan Tamariz, Asi Wind, Max Maven, David Blaine, Woody Aragón, Jack Nobile, Giancarlo
Scalia, Luis Piedrahita, Dani DaOrtiz and Mike Caveney offered talks of approximately 25
minutes, where games and theoretical concepts were exposed, from the hand of those who can
best tell them.
This event was broadcast in English..
You can still buy a ticket ($52) here to watch it at a later date as many times as you want.
You can also sign up for their mailing list and get a 22-page special excerpt about Juan
Tamariz excerpted from the new English language version of Manuscrito.
-------------------------------------Norway Reacts to Magic part three
Vanishing Inc. presents MasterClass: Live with Asi Wind. Three lectures and three moderated
Q&A sessions. For card performers.
Engage! with Bruce Gold offers Pro-Tips for Performers & Presenters. These sessions are
pure Gold.
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Mystery School Monday every week for free presented by McBride’s Magic & Mystery School
features Eugene Burger’s Legacies on Monday, July 6 at 7pm PDT. Join at
https://zoom.us/j/685273864
Deep Study of a Modern Master: Juan Tamariz taught by Dr. Larry Hass over three
Thursday, July 9,16 & 23. Register for this and other Magic & Mystery School classes.
Jeff McBride’s Wonderground every third Thursday at 7pm PDT. Free. Details and zoom link
usually posts a week before the show.
Check sites like Eventbrite and Goldstar for magic shows and classes.

JULY MAGIC AUCTIONS

Haversat & Ewing Galleries will preview their next auction on July 10th with the sale on July 17-18
The Steve Martin Collection with a few magic effects at Julien’s on July 18.
The Magic Collection of Jim Rawlins Part IV on July 25 at Potter & Potter
Magic Collectibles on July 26-28
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MAGIC IN THE BAY AREA
With no live in-person shows currently scheduled we are postponing most listings of
such appearances until they become a flesh and blood reality rather than virtual
(covered above).
We will send those on our mailing list news of upcoming shows and lectures, Virtual
and in person.
BUT---we do have a few great listings.

Dan Chan is working with AirBnB to offer online magical experiences on
July 13, 20 & 27.
Information and booking here.
Magical Nathaniel has been selling out his online classes and will be back
on July 21 for a free class sponsored by the Woodland Public Library.
Aimed at young people interested in learning magic but of interest to all
of us to to see how this innovative past OMC President is working with the
Virtual world. Tickets available July 14 but you can request a reminder.
Kevin Blake’s Virtual Magic July 10.
Frisco Fred’ s M
 agic Show on Zoom, July 11,18,25, August 1
I.B. M. Ring 216 presents Naathan Phan in a live online lecture,
Wednesday, July 8 at 7:30pm PDT. It will be preceded by a before the
lecture d
 iscussion on Zoom Magic at 6:30pm. To receive a Zoom link you
must be on the Ring#216 mailing list. Do it here.
Mark your calendars, Austin magician, Brad Henderson will share his
talents and provide expert critique at July 13th meeting of S.A.M. Silicon
Valley Assembly #94. All are welcome as this great magical thinker
“returns” to the bay area after his OMC appearance.
Check here for details
Hanging Out in the Exit Cafe with Jay Alexander, Christian Cagigla and Ryan Kane
On June 30 these three San Francisco magicians had
a great conversation and you can watch it here.
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A good place to check many of the regular performers
for updates is The Magic Oracle is a beautifully designed
website highlighting magic around the world with a
page covering many San Francisco area regular
shows—when they return to the stage.

When you have an upcoming show or know of one in the Bay
Area please Email us the information to be listed. Include title and
performer, date, time, location, a short blurb, website link, & a publicity photo or graphic. All
submissions must be sent in by the third Tuesday of the month for the following issue. Email Gary
Meyer, Newsletter Editor, at garymeyeredf@gmail.com

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA MAGIC DEALERS

BYRON WALKER BOOKS - OMC member and long-tine book dealer has about 4000 books in stock
covering magic, mentalism, gambling and bunco, juggling, and ventriloquism. He always stocks the
newest titles and has the rarest of volumes. This is a mail-order business based in San Leandro.
Byron will bring books to the OMC meetings upon request but for now is doing mail order, had good
prices and a deep inventory of both old and the newest books. He accepts PayPal. Call him at (510)
276-1854 or email byron.walker@comcast.net .
MISDIRECTIONS MAGIC SHOP - 1236-9th Avenue (near Golden Gate Park), San Francisco. (415)
566-2180 Locally owned and operated by Joe Pon with a terrific supply of your magic needs, lectures,
private lessons and a place for magicians to gather. Ask about The Magic Club and get discounts off
purchases and lectures plus regular notices about new effects and upcoming events. Joe is currently
offering 25% off everything in stock at the shop. The physical store is closed but they do mail order.
Watch “Is this the last real magic shop?”
HOUDINI’S MAGIC SHOP - Beach Street & The Embarcadero, Pier 39, San Francisco The local
branch of a national chain located in resort hotels and amusement parks oriented to tourists but The
Oakland Magic Circle April 2020 Newsletter 27 always worth a visit if in the area.
BOARDWALK MAGIC -400 Beach Street, Santa Cruz. Joshua Logan’s labor of love has an excellent
selection and demonstrators who are serious about their craft. Surprisingly good selection for a tourist
location and they will happily special order.
ZUCCHINI’S TRICK ‘N THINGS - Monterey Canning Company, 711 Cannery Row # H, Monterey.
Oriented to tourists with mass market magic, jokes and games but the demonstrators are having fun
and love a visit from other magicians. Worth a visit if you are at the Monterey Aquarium.
GRAND ILLUSIONS - 7704 Fair Oaks Blvd, Carmichael This family run business started by Steve
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Johnson and his parents in 1988 carries magic, costumes, puppets, makeup, special effects, juggling
gear, novelties and more. They are having a “going out of business sale with plenty of bargains.
Steve is also offering Teach-Ins so get on his mailing list.
EVANGELINE’S COSTUME MANSION - 113 K Street, Sacramento A fun shop of over 4800 square
feet of basic magic tricks and a huge selection of novelty items, jokes, wigs and just plain fun.
Upstairs are two floors filled with accessories and every imaginable costume.
--------------------------------------------------------The greater Sacramento area has become a home for magic companies but you can’t buy retail from
Murphy’s Magic. Look at their offerings online and ask your favorite dealer to order for you. Penguin
Magic and L&L Publishing are also based there and Ellusionist is based in Petaluma, but they do not
have storefronts and are mail order warehouses only. They all offer informative newsletters and
occasional free stuff.
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